The Sigma Model 299-R.
High Definition NEMA 4X Widescreen For Your Plant Floor.

Sigma Model 299 HD Resolution Washdown PC.
Perfect for Viewing Multiple Windows on the Plant Floor.
all stainless enclosure, no aluminum

Over 6,000
Units
In Use

angled top for water roll-off
latched enclosure - no screws
to get stripped and lost
in your product

washdown, gasketless touchscreen
NO open door seam!
washdown from any angle
four different key
options available

3

Yr
Warranty

duel enter keys

internal 110VAC power - IP67 external power
supply available for high heat applications

IP67 washdown wireless
nickel plated IP68 M12 serial
and USB connectors

Model 299-R Shown

“Box in Box”

Laser Cut Connector Holes

Our hard drive(s), motherboard, and power supply are all housed in a removable
box. It can be easily removed for repair
while leaving the outer enclosure bolted
in place. The box can be sent back to us or
easily serviced in your maintenance shop.

Laser cutting means a better seal
between the connector and the
stainless. We don’t “punch”, or
drill out holes, or use leaky, rubber
“pinch” pieces. We can accommodate up to 8 washdown connectors.

MODEL

299-R

PROCESSOR

Intel Atom D525 1.8GHz

PROCESSOR CORES

2 (64-bit)

MEMORY SUPPORTED

4GB (1333MHz Bus Speed)

HARD DRIVE STD.

120GB

HARD DRIVE OPT.

100GB SSD

SCREEN SIZE / RESOLUTION

21.5” (1920x1080) HD+

TOUCHSCREEN

TOUGHSCREEN Sealed and Gasketless

KEYPAD / KEYBOARD

14 Key

USB 2.0 / SERIAL AVAILABLE

6/5

Carts & Mounts

CONNECTORS

IP68 nickel plated M12 Quick Disconnect

We fab a variety of custom carts,
pedestals and mounts for our computers. All stainless, all solid. All safe and
sanitary, designed for cleaning.

NETWORKING

Washdown RJ45 Std. IP67 Wireless 802.11

SIZE (INCHES)

24.75 x 19 x 5.75

Gutter
Our rain gutter design is also covered by
our door and sealed with an inner Urethane monolothic gasket. Our enclosures
have taken direct hits since 1997.

TOUGHscreen
Over time, in harsh food plant environments, touchscreens can wear out-not ours. Our GASKETLESS mylar
cover seals the touchscreen. And on most models, can
easily be peeled off and replaced at very low cost.
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Thin Clients
Any of our enclosures can easily accommodate
either your thin client or ours. We use DELLWyse
units-they are wireless and feature any OS: Linux,
Windows embedded 2007, 2009 and CE.

Latches
With a latched enclosure, you get the
best of both worlds - The seal integrity
is food plant washdown and NO SCREWS
to get “lost” into your product! Why add
another variable to your food
safety program?
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